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Are hybrid working requests about

to increase at your company?

Changes to self-isolation which came into force on
Monday 16th August 2021 further ease restrictions for
fully vaccinated individuals.

Individuals who are fully vaccinated are still expected to
self-isolate if they are symptomatic or have tested
positive for Covid-19. Read more here.

Employers are “not expected to check whether an
individual is exempt from self-isolation & workers don't
need to inform their employer if they've received a
contact notification and advice from the NHS COVID-19
app.

Employers guidance can be found here.
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All the signs are that the appetite for greater flexibility is
growing and it looks like an increasing number of
employees are going to be asking about moving to
hybrid working: in other words, a working pattern where
they split their hours between home (or another remote
location) and the physical workplace. 

Currently, employees don’t have an automatic right to
work that way. But they do have the statutory right to
ask for it once they’ve been with you for 26 weeks or
more. As the employer, you must give every request
careful consideration. And any employee can make an
informal non-statutory request at any time they want.

For some employers, hybrid working could offer real
business opportunities such as greater engagement
and improved retention thanks to employees achieving
a better work/life balance. But for some companies it
might present operational challenges and in some
instances it won’t be possible to accommodate it.

If you need some help handling requests fairly or
devising a hybrid working policy, then do get in touch
with us.

https://juderead-hrconsultancy.co.uk/
https://juderead-hrconsultancy.co.uk/hr/redundancy/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance/stay-at-home-guidance-for-households-with-possible-coronavirus-covid-19-infection
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/nhs-test-and-trace-workplace-guidance?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_source=a6b4af88-0307-438a-9241-c90d1e9bee01&utm_content=immediately&fbclid=IwAR0uDgleHjlxB_04BYcj1pbY4uBx0zzlNdVn7upjaZW034AbjxWxaclstu4#guidance-for-employers
https://juderead-hrconsultancy.co.uk/increased-flexible-working-requests/
https://juderead-hrconsultancy.co.uk/contact/


Protected Characteristics

Have you ever considered that one of your
employees may one day land you in a spot of
trouble on social media?

Referring to the employee who allegedly posted a
racist tweet regarding a player at Euro 2020 - ask
yourself, do you have measures in place to
minimise such a risk to your business reputation?

Would you know how to manage this fairly without
bringing more risk to your company from an
employment law approach?

Have a read of our blog.

 Age
 Disability
 Gender reassignment
 Marriage and civil partnership
 Pregnancy and maternity
 Race
 Rreligion or belief
 Sex
 Sexual orientation

Do you know what they are?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Employees are protected against discrimination that is
connected to a protected characteristic or
characteristics. 

Successful discrimination claims result in uncapped
compensation.

Why banter is not always a laughing matter

What one person may think is banter that’s a bit of fun and a way to lighten the mood might not be perceived

that way by someone else. Actions and comments don’t need to have malicious intent behind them to be

hurtful and the line between banter and harassment can be a lot finer than many employees are likely to

realise. 

While harassment usually relates to one of the protected characteristics as defined by the Equality Act

2010, it’s not just the person with the actual characteristic who could be offended either. So how do you

make sure your business doesn’t suddenly find itself dealing with the fallout that could result from someone

‘just having a laugh’? Read more here. 
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Employee conduct outside

the workplace
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https://juderead-hrconsultancy.co.uk/
https://juderead-hrconsultancy.co.uk/employee-conduct-outside-the-workplace/
https://juderead-hrconsultancy.co.uk/banter/
https://juderead-hrconsultancy.co.uk/supporting-employees-through-the-menopause/
https://juderead-hrconsultancy.co.uk/supporting-employees-through-the-menopause/
https://juderead-hrconsultancy.co.uk/managing-redundancy/

